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METHOD AND DEVICE FOR CONTENT PERSONALISATION USING
FILE REPAIR REQUESTS

Technical Field

The invention relates to a method for generating a personalized content file

for a user entity, to a broadcast multicast module generating a personalized

content file for the user entity, and to a file repair module.

Background

Multimedia broadcast multicast service (MBMS) is a broadcasting service

that can be offered via existing GSM and UMTS cellular networks. MBMS

enables efficient group-related data distribution services, especially on the

radio interface. The basic idea is to use radio broadcast transmissions within

geographical areas of high density of group members and to use point to

point -transmission resources irf areas of low user density. In broadcast

applications, a content is transmitted to a plurality of users in a certain

area, whereas in a multicast application the content is only transmitted to

some predetermined users. An advantage of MBMS can be seen in the fact

that the transmission resources in the core network and radio network are

shared.

In the market there is an increasing demand for personalizing content, e.g.

for personalized advertisements or other content specially directed to a

predetermined group of users.



However, with existing solutions personalizing content is complicated as

support on the client side is needed. Furthermore, an efficient delivery of

personalized content via multicast is not possible with existing solutions.

Summary

Accordingly, a need exists to provide a possibility to generate personalized

content for a user or a group of users.

This need is met by the features of the independent claims. In the dependent

claims preferred embodiments of the invention are described.

According to one aspect of the invention, a method for generating a

personalized content file for a user entity is provided. The method comprises

the step of generating a preliminary file to be transmitted to the user entity

the preliminary file containing a predetermined placeholder. The generated

preliminary file containing the placeholder is then transmitted to the user

entity. The user entity transmits a reply message said reply message being

used to identify the user entity. The personalized content file_is_generated-for

the identified user entity by replacing the predetermined placeholder in the

preliminary file by a personalized content resulting in the personalized

content file. By the fact that the user entity is caused to send a reply

message that is used for identifying the user this can be used to generate the

personalized content file for the user identified by the reply message.

Preferably, the preliminary file transmitted to the user entity is configured in

such a way that a request for transmission of a file repair message is

initiated by the user entity. The file repair mechanism of the MBMS is used

to personalize content delivery using the MBMS file download service. This

can be achieved by transmitting a FLUTE file delivery table (FDT) to all users

in the MBMS session which contains parts that are deliberately not

transmitted. The parts constitute the placeholders for to be inserted



personalized content. To the user entity however this appears as a standard

case of a file lost during transmission and consequently the user entity

requests a file repair for the missing parts at the broadcast multicast service

center. This file repair request is the basis for the user entity identification.

The user entity can be identified by using an address information from

where the reply message is received. However, it is not always possible to

exactly identify one user entity when an address information such as an IP

address is known as many user entities may use one IP address (e.g. in the

case of a wireless LAN environment with several users using this wireless

LAN connection). In another embodiment the user may be identified by

retrieving a subscriber identity information from the reply message. By way

of example, the user entity may be identified using the IMSI (international

mobile subscriber identity) or the IMPI (IP Multimedia Private Identity).

When the user has been identified user characteristics of the user of the

user entity and the user policy for said user can be determined. The

personalized content is then determined in accordance with the user

characteristicjsjmd the Lise policy In _this step, Jt_is_decided -whichucontent

is appropriate for the user by correlating the policies that state which

content is applicable for which user entity or for which group of user

entities.

In an additional step, the personalized content is then adjusted in such a

way that it fits into the placeholder in the preliminary file. When the

placeholder has been replaced by the personalized content, the personalized

content file is generated.

When the user policy and the user characteristics have been determined, a

pointer can be generated pointing to the personalized content, the pointer

being used for retrieving the personalized content replacing the placeholder.



Additionally, a file delivery table for said preliminary file can be transmitted

to the user entity the file delivery table comprising distinguishing data

allowing to differentiate a reply message for a common file repair request

from a reply message sent as a request used to generate the personalized

content file. By way of example, a predetermined uniform resource

information can be transmitted to the user entity, e.g. a predetermined URL,

wherein the reply message initiating the generation of the personalized

content file is identified by said predetermined uniform resource information.

The request initiating the personalized content file can be identified by

transmitting a predetermined uniform resource information to the user

entity, the reply message containing said predetermined uniform resource

information can then be recognized as a message initiating the generation of

the personalized content file.

In an additional step, the file repair server may be informed of the possible

number of user entities that may transmit the reply message used for

initiating a personalized content file_generation.Jn another embodiment, -the-

file repair server counts the reply messages received requesting the

generation of a personalized content file. The knowledge about the number of

user entities which will receive a personalized content file helps to optimize

the load balancing for the file repair server. The information about the

number of user entities could be obtained e.g. from possible registrations,

received perception reporting or other broadcast metadata. In order to avoid

that all user entities start sending their file repair requests at the same time,

it is possible to provide an individual minimum waiting time to the user

entity, the minimum waiting time enabling the user entity to transmit the

reply message requesting for the personalized content file only after expiry of

the individual minimum waiting time. The minimum waiting time may be

transmitted to the user entity, and the user entity randomly selects time for

sending the request after expiry of said minimum waiting time. In another



embodiment the user entity will randomly calculate a request sending time

without having received an individual waiting time.

The invention furthermore relates to a broadcast multicast module

generating a personalized content file for a user entity, the module

comprising a file generating unit generating a preliminary file comprising a

predetermined placeholder. Furthermore, an identification unit is provided

identifying the user entity using a reply message received from the user

entity in response to the preliminary file that was transmitted to the user

entity. The file generating unit generates the personalized content file for the

identified user entity by replacing the predetermined placeholder in the

preliminary file by a personalized content resulting in the personalized

content file. The personalized content is selected based on the identified user

entity. This broadcast multicast module allows a point to multipoint delivery

of personalized content which minimizes the costs associated to

personalization. In case of a single user entity point-to-point delivery allows

very fine granularity for personalization.

The identification unit preferably reprieves_network information or-subscriber

identity information from the reply message for identifying the user entity.

Preferably, the identification unit comprises a personalization unit providing

additional information about the user of the user entity and/ or providing a

user policy for the identified user. The request for personalized content is

sent to the personalization unit the personalization unit retrieving the user

policy or additional information about the user from a context information

module. The context information module makes available any context

information of a certain user, e.g. a user group, a location or any other

context. The data could be stored physically in a home location register (HLR

or HSS (Home Subscriber Server), a user database or a position determining

function.



The broadcast multicast module comprises a file repair module carrying out

the conventional file repair requests. This file repair module should contain

or may have access to the distinguishing data allowing the file repair module

to differentiate a common file repair request from the request for the

generation of the personalized content file. When the file repair module has

identified a request for generating the personalized content file, the file repair

request is transmitted to the personalization unit. After having identified the

user entity, the personalization unit retrieves the personalized content from

a personalized content source and fits the personalized content into the

placeholder of the preliminary file. For identifying the personalized content,

the personalization unit may match the retrieved user information and the

user policy with the content of the personalized content source in order to

generate the personalized content. When the personalized content file has

been generated, the personalization unit may transmit the personalized

content file to the file repair module, the file repair module transmitting the

personalized content file to the user entity.

The invention furthermore relates to a file repair module storing

predetermined distinguishing data where in_the file_repair_module- uses he

distinguishing data in order to determine whether the creation of a

personalized content file for a user entity is to be initiated or not.

Brief Description of the Drawings

The invention will be described in further detail below with reference to the

accompanying drawings, in which

Fig. 1 is a schematic view of a broadcast multicast module generating

personalized content files,

Fig. 2 is a flowchart showing the main steps for generating a

personalized content file for a user entity, and



Fig. 3 illustrates the basic transmission and insertion concept together

with the different entities involved.

Detailed Description

In Fig. 1 a broadcast multicast module 100 is shown which can be used for

generating a personalized content file. The module 100 comprises a

broadcast multicast service center (BMSC) 110 which controls the delivery of

data either in a broadcast modus in which data are transmitted to all users

in a certain broadcast area. The broadcast multicast service center is

furthermore configured to transmit data only to those users or user entities

200 which have registered for receiving certain data. In the multicast

operating mode, the BMSC has to know the users in order to determine to

which user a certain content is delivered. The broadcast multicast service

center 110 is connected to a file repair module 120, a file repair module

repairing data transmitted to the user entity which were not transmitted

completely. For the streaming of media, a real time transport protocol (RTP)

is used which uses a user datagrarnjprotocolj(UDP) For_downloading-data to-

the user entity 200, a file delivery over unidirectional transport (FLUTE)

protocol is used. During the transmission using the FLUTE protocol, errors

in the transmitted data content can occur. In order to correct these

transmission errors, the file repair module 120 is provided. In the present

embodiment, a FLUTE file delivery table (FDT) is transmitted to all users in

the transmission session which contains parts that are deliberately not

transmitted. These parts constitute predetermined placeholders for to be

inserted personalized content. The file delivery table comprising said

predetermined placeholders is transmitted to the user entity 200. The user

entity 200 receives the file delivery table and it appears to the user entity

200 as a standard case of a file lost during transmission and it consequently

requests a file repair for the missing parts at the BMSC 110. The BMSC 110

transmits it to the file repair module 120.



As will be explained in detail further below, the data transmitted to the user

entity and the reply message received from the user entity comprise

distinguishing data allowing to distinguish a normal file repair request from

a request for the generation of personalized content. When the file repair

module has recognized the distinguishing data in the reply message received

from the user entity 200, the file repair module forwards the request to a

personalization unit 130. The personalization unit 130 retrieves the identity

of the user entity on the basis of the reply message received from the user

entity and access a content information module 140 in order to retrieve

context information for the identified user. The context information module

140 makes any context information of a certain user or a user group

available. By way of example, the context information module decides

depending on the age of the user of the user entity or depending on the

subscribed user groups which content the user should receive. The

personalization unit matches the retrieved user information and user policy

with a content from a content source 150. The content source may be an

FTP server or an advertisement register or any other source of content.

Besides a possible remote entity, thisjnodule could _also_be_included in- the

personalization unit 130, where e.g. personalized strings are generated by a

separate algorithm. The personalization unit transmits the personalized

content to the file repair module 120 which then inserts the personalized

content and transmits the personalized content via the BMSC 110 to the

user entity 200. Accordingly, the personalization unit translates the

placeholder transmitted to the user entity 200 into the actual content to be

delivered to the user. The personalization unit 130 can also be in charge of

exactly adjusting the personalized content to fit into the placeholder.

In Fig. 2, the steps carried out for generating a personalized content file are

summarized. The method starts in step 210. Before the preliminary file is

transmitted to the user entity in step 220, the BMSC 110 and the FRM 120

exchange session details. This means that before starting a new broadcast



session that includes personalized content, the BMSC and the file repair

module 120 exchange the relevant information regarding the session data.

These data include among others the session ID, the session start, the file

delivery table data and the placeholder URLs for which later, the

personalized content should be inserted. If the personalized content should

only be inserted in a part of the original content, the file repair module 120

and the BMSC 110 also need to exchange the detailed position and possibly

the context of the replaceable content. To optimize the load balancing for the

file repair module, the BMSC 110 could also send information regarding the

possible number of receivers that are later expected to request personalized

content.

When the preliminary file is received at the user entity, it is noticed that

some data are missing due to the placeholder transmitted together with the

data. Accordingly, a file repair procedure is initiated in step 230. When the

file repair request is received at the file repair module, it is asked whether it

is a request for a personalized file or whether it is a normal file repair

request with which the transmission of the missing data is requested (step

240). If the request is identified as being aj^equesMor the_generation -θf a

personalized content file, the user entity, and therefore the user, has to be

identified in step 250. When the user entity is known, it is possible to

retrieve the context information and user policy in step 260. When the

context information and policies are known, the personalized content has to

be selected in step 270 and retrieved from the content source 150 in step

280. In step 290, the personalized content has to be fitted to exactly fit the

placeholder. In step 300, the personalized content is then transmitted to the

user entity.

In case it is detected in step 240 that the reply message was not a message

for the generation of a personalized content file but a common file repair

request, the common repair procedure is carried out with the retransmission

of the missing parts of the file.



For both cases the method ends in step 320.

In Fig. 3, the interaction between the different entities and the steps carried

out by the different entities are shown in more detail. As discussed in

connection with Fig. 2, the BMSC 110 and the file repair module 120

exchange the relevant information regarding the session data. In the first

step, the BMSC starts broadcasting the session to the users. The session

includes the before-exchanged file delivery table and the URL for the file

repair requests. The file delivery table or any other session description

elements include information signaling that the session will provide

personalization. In the actual session, the BMSC omits the payload packets

that were negotiated for the content personalization.

In a third step, the user entity triggers the file repair procedure. During or

after the session reception, the user entities will detect scheduled packets

are missing. The user entities will start to initiate a file repair request to

retrieve the missing data. To avoid that all user entities start sending their

file repair request at J;he_same_time, FLUTE offers- different possibilities tø-

distribute the requests over time, i.e. all clients are initially provided with

time values indicating a minimum waiting time before sending their request.

In addition to that minimum waiting time, a back-off time is communicated

in which the user entities randomly select their exact request sending time.

At this individual time, the user entities address their request via the BMSC

to the file repair server and they will also include their MSISDN (Mobile

Subscriber International ISDN) or any other personal identifier in the

request.

In step 4, the file repair server distinguishes between conventional file repair

requests and personal file repair requests by using the information

exchanged with the BMSC before step 1. This is achieved by evaluating the

URI identifying the requested packets. If this URI matches the one sent as a



placeholder for personalized content a request for personalized content is

sent to the personalization unit named "personalization and advertisement

insertion and logic" (PAIL) in the context of Fig. 3. If it is any other URI, the

normal file repair procedure takes place, e.g. already sent packages are sent

again.

In step 5, the file repair module sends the request for personalized content to

the PAIL or personalization unit with an identifier of the requesting user. The

PAIL requests context information about this user from the context

information module 140. In this step, the personalization unit could also

decide about the granularity of personalization or possible groupings. This

decision could be based on a number of receivers and/ or their density. It

could also influence the context information query, e.g. just considering the

location in order to reduce the query and matching complexity as well as to

save network and radio resources.

Additionally, the second element required to choose appropriate content are

policies which specify which content is applicable to which user group at

which time of the day etc.. The policies will fter als Lcontain a priority-value

to resolve conflicting policies, e.g. when more than one personalized ad is

applicable to a given user. Whether the information is stored or cached in

the personalization unit or if it is retrieved on demand from an external

source like the content storage can be decided in one or the other way.

In step 6, the PAIL selects retrieves and inserts the personalized content. The

policies and the retrieved context information are then correlated and a

decision which personalized content that is most suitable for this particular

user is derived. This could e.g. be an advertisement. This content is retrieved

from the Personalised Content Source. Optionally, the PAIL performs media

adaptation or padding in order to fit the content exactly in the placeholder.



In step 7, the PAIL forwards personalized content to the FRS. The PAIL

forwards the tailored content to the FRS. The FRS sends this content within

the file repair response to the terminals. This forwarding is either performed

via a unicast transmission or can be also done via another broadcast

session, e.g. if a large group of receivers should get the same personalized

content.

In step 8, the terminal renders content. The terminal receives the

personalized file repair response and inserts this content as repaired packets

in the original context.

Summarizing, the invention provides a possibility for generating personalized

content files which scales from very coarse-grained to fine-grained

personalization. The described point to multipoint delivery of frequently

personalized content is an effective way for distributing and minimized the

costs associated to personalization.



CLAIMS

5 1. Method for generating a personalized content file for a user entity (200),

comprising the steps of:

- generating a preliminary file to be transmitted to the user entity (200), the

preliminary file containing a predetermined placeholder,

- transmitting said preliminary file to the user entity (200),

10 - identifying the user entity by a reply message received from the user entity

(200),

- generating the personalized content file for the identified user entity (200)

by replacing the predetermined placeholder in the preliminary file by a

personalized content resulting in the personalized content file.

15

2 . The method according to claim 1, wherein the preliminary file is

configured in such a way that a request for transmission of a file repair

message is initiated by the user entity (200).

20 3. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein an address information,

from where the reply message is received, is used for identifying the user

entity.

4 . The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein a

25 subscriber identity information retrieved from the reply message is used in

order to identify the user entity (200).

5. The method according to any of the preceding claims, further comprising

the step of transmitting a file delivery table for said preliminary file to the

30 user entity (200), the file delivery table comprising distinguishing data

allowing to differentiate a common file repair request from a reply message

as a request used to generate the personalized content file.



6. The method according to any of the preceding claims, further comprising

the step of retrieving user characteristics of the user of the user entity and

retrieving a user policy for said user, wherein the personalized content is

determined in accordance with the user characteristics and the user policy.

7 . The method according to any of the preceding claims, further comprising

the step of adjusting the personalized content in such a way that it fits into

the placeholder in the preliminary file.

8 . The method according to any of the preceding claims, further comprising

the step of informing a file repair server (120) of the possible number of user

entities that may transmit the reply message.

9 . The method according to any of the preceding claims, further comprising

the step of providing an individual minimum waiting time to the user entity

(200), the minimum waiting time enabling the user entity to transmit the

reply message only after expiry of said individual minimum waiting time.

10. The method according to any of claims 5 to 9, wherein a predetermined

uniform resource information is transmitted to the user entity, wherein a

reply message initiating the generation of the personalized content file is

identified by said predetermined uniform resource information.

11. The method according to any of the preceding claims, further comprising

the step of generating a pointer to the personalized content, the pointer

being used for retrieving the personalized content replacing the placeholder.

12. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

personalized content file is transmitted to a plurality of users of one user

group.



13. A broadcast multicast module generating a personalized content file for a

user entity, comprising:

- a file generating unit (1 10, 120) generating a preliminary file comprising a

predetermined placeholder,

- an identification unit (130, 140) identifying the user entity using a reply

message received from the user entity in response to the preliminary file that

was transmitted to the user entity,

wherein the file generating unit (1 10, 120) generates the personalized

content file for the identified user entity by replacing the predetermined

placeholder in the preliminary file by a personalized content resulting in the

personalized content file based on the identified user entity.

14. The broadcast multicast module according to claim 13, wherein the

identification unit (130, 140) retrieves network information or subscriber

identity information from the reply message in order to identify the user

entity.

15. The broadcast multicast module according to claim 13 or 14, wherein

the identification unit (130, 140) comprises a personalization j_injt_(_l 30)

providing additional information about the user of the user entity and/ or

providing a user policy for the identified user.

16. The broadcast multicast module according to claim 13 to 15, further

comprising a file repair module (120) containing distinguishing data allowing

the file repair module to differentiate a common file repair request from a

request for generating the personalized content file.

17. The broadcast multicast module according to claim 15 or 16 wherein

the personalization unit (130) retrieves the personalized content from a

personalized content source (150) and fits the personalized content into the

placeholder of the preliminary file.



18. The broadcast multicast module according to any of claims 15 to 17,

wherein the personalization unit (130) retrieves the additional information

about the user and the user policy from a context information module (140).

19. The broadcast multicast module according to any of claims 15 to 18,

wherein the personalization unit (130) matches the retrieved user

information and the user policy with the content form the personalized

content source (150) for generating personalized content.

20. The broadcast multicast module according to any of claims 14 to 19,

wherein the personalization unit (130) transmits the personalized content

file to the file repair module (120), the file repair module (120) transmitting

the personalized content file to the user entity.

21. A file repair module (120) storing predetermined distinguishing data,

wherein the file repair module receiving a file repair request uses the

distinguishing data in order to determine whether the creation of a

personalized content file for a user entity is to be initiated.
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